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6/21/23      The Soul of the Summer Solstice - Soul Circle Message 

Wow! This was a powerful experience of drawing which, I hope, translates 
to everyone who participated and who watches the video replay. 

A very strong sense of daring is in this Soul Circle. No questions, just do 
what you know to be right in this moment. Embark on your next action as 
a whole journey within itself with absolute confidence and there will be 
no other option but success. 

Read that again because I’ve never received a message like that before 
with any Soul Circle. 

I felt it in the early stages of drawing that single, light-blue line around 
the perimeter. I was talking to the energy directing me, “Oh, you really 
want me to draw a perfect circle, right here in front of everyone, as if it’s 
no big deal? Okay, well that’s daring… here goes!” I don’t know if it’s 
exactly perfect but coming close is no human feat. I let my hand be 
guided. That is the key for all daring success, let your action be guided 
with total confidence.  

There are so many threads to follow in this image. So many layers, 
textures, depths, levels. Let yourself get lost in the image and allow your 
own guides to convey messages which are most pertinent to you, today. 
Then do it again tomorrow and the next day to build on your brilliance 
and strength every day of this summer season. Now is the time to grow 
and expand! Be aware of making adjustments to be in harmony with the 
rhythms, designs and mathematics of nature. Be conscious of each 
moment as much as you can and consult within yourself, “Is this thing I’m 
about to do, say, think, feel, etc really in harmony with nature and my 
own natural, divine being?” Do what you want with whatever the answer 
is, but realize you are making the choice consciously. 

Use this image to remind yourself to embark on this new habit of simply 
asking that question and choosing from there. That IS the key to 
expansion, growth and healing. This Soul Circle is technology to support 
you, now. All of these sentences are being delivered to me with absolute 
conviction and emphasis like I’ve never felt quite to this degree.  
 
THIS IS AN IMPORTANT DAY, a turning point. Don’t let it pass you by! 

If you would like a print of the Soul of the Summer Solstice to remind you 
of the power that is yours to claim, contact me at rita@circularsoul.biz or 
go to CircularSoul.biz where it will be available to order. 

Thank you for joining Emily and me in this exploration of the Universe! 

Much gratitude, 
Rita CircularSoul.biz                                                                                                                    rita@circularsoul.biz
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